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What is this presentation about?

➢ Meaning of semantic relation (SR) & entities

➢ SR Approaches in Natural Language Processing (NLP)

➢Architectures of semantic parsers

➢Applications of SR
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SR – a  major theme of interest of 

Computational Linguistics (CL)
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▪ the connection is indispensable to the expression of thought. 
[Tesnière, L. Éléments de syntaxe structurale. C. Klincksieck, Paris, 1959]

▪ are underlying relations between two nominal/concepts 

expressed by words or phrases

▪ play an essential role in lexical semantics



Legitimate questions about the 

relations between entities
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▪ Can one design a parsimonious or/and general

representation of the SR which appear in text?

▪ What linguistic signals in text can help identify SR?

▪ Can background knowledge enhance the understanding of

relations in text?

▪ Can understanding of relations help acquire new world

knowledge and distinguish relational information of lasting

value (e.g., Discovery is a space shuttle) from contingent

information with a one-off benefit (e.g., Endeavour landed on

June 1)?



How can we discover semantic 

relations?
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▪ Semantic parsing = the process of mapping a natural 

language sentence into a formal representation of its 

meaning.

▪ A deeper semantic analysis provides a representation of 

the sentence in formal language which supports automated 

reasoning.

Data set

Unstructured information (Web, 

Digitial Library, News, Docs, etc.)

Semantic Parser Structured knowledge

KB (knowledge base); Semantically 

tagged text (concepts, SR, links 

between docs) 



Discovery of SR - I
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Discovery of SR - II
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Discovery of SR - III
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Why SR?
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= has a lot of implications (theoretical & practical)

= has received more and more attention:

✓ Workshop on Multilingual Expressions (COLING/ACL) 

✓ Workshop on Computational Lexical Semantics (ACL) 

Tutorial on Knowledge Discovery from Text (ACL) 

✓ Shared task on Semantic Role Labeling (CoNLL; 

SENSEVAL) ̈

✓ SEMEVAL (ACL): Semantic Relations between Nominals

= has a large number of applications



Applications - I

➢ Information Extraction

➢ Information Retrieval

➢ Text Summarization

➢ Question-Answering

➢ Paraphrasing

➢ Recognizing Textual Entailment 

➢ Thesaurus Construction
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Applications - II

➢ Information Extraction
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the relations 

are not pre-defined

the relations 

are pre-defined

e.g. spaCy’s Rule-

Based Matching

building a set of text-patterns 

that can be employed to 

extract meaningful 

information from text.”



Applications - III

Relations between words/senses - Examples:

HYPERNYMY/HYPONYMY (ISA between synsets): 

animal is a hypernym of cat

cat is a hyponym of animal

MERONYMY (PART-WHOLE): There are a lot of good 

heads in the university.  (= intelligent people)
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D. A. Cruse establishes way the descriptive 

and generalizable facts about lexical 

relations… 

Topics covered: idiomaticity, lexical 

ambiguity, synonymy, hierarchical relations 

(hyponymy and meronymy), various types of 

oppositeness (antonymy).



Why SR?
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= has been part of major international projects related on 

knowledge discovery: 

✓ACE (Automatic Content Extraction) 

http://www.itl.nist.gov/iad/894.01/tests/ace/ 

✓ DARPA EELD (Evidence Extraction and Link Discovery) 

http://w2.eff.org/Privacy/TIA/eeld.php 

✓ARDA-AQUAINT (Question Answering for Intelligence)

https://www-nlpir.nist.gov/projects/aquaint/

✓ARDA NIMD (Novel Intelligence from Massive Data) 

https://itlaw.wikia.org/wiki/Novel_Intelligence_from_Massive_

Data_program

✓ Global WordNet

http://www.globalwordnet.org/ 



Why SR?
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= Knowledge intensive applications – e.g. Q/A

Q: What causes malaria? 

A: “..to protect themselves and others from being bitten by 

[malaria mosquitoes] CAUSE..”

Q: What does the [BMW company]IS-A produce? 

A: “[BMW cars] MAKE-PRODUCE are sold ..” 

Q: Where have nuclear incidents occurred? 

A: “The [(Three Mile Island) (nuclear incident)] LOC caused a 

DOE policy crisis..” 



Basic approaches - I
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▪ Task: SR discovery

Given a pair of nouns (n1; n2) 

Determine the pairs’ meaning

Q: How is meaning expressed?

Predefined SR list Semantic Parser SR relations?

Other resources

noun-noun pair



Basic approaches - II
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In CL:

1. Labelling

Task: Given a noun – noun instance, label it with the

underlined SR

Requirements: A predefined list of SR

Ex: winter vacation → TEMPORAL

2. Paraphrasing

Task: Given a noun – noun instance, find a paraphrase

that preserves the meaning in context

Ex: winter vacation → vacation during Christmas Days

Q: 1 or 2 is better?



Basic approaches – III 
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Semantic parsers – basic architecture

Noun-noun pair

NLP Pipeline
Learning 

modelcontext

Feature 

selection

SR



Basic approaches – IV 
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✓ NLP Pipeline: tokenization; POS tagger; Syntactic parser;

WSD; NER, etc.

✓ Feature selection: a set of characteristics of the nouns

and/or context for a classifier to differentiate among SR.

✓ Classifier: a machine learning model (supervised & not)

using - for instance - WEKA.



NLP Pipeline - Examples
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Tokenizer - brakes a document into lexical entities called

tokens (alphanumerical characters & strings; numbers;

common multi-character separators, etc.)
Ex: U.S.A → U, ., S, ., A, .

POS tagger - labels each word with its corresponding part of

speech in context
Ex: Dan/NNP has/VBZ a/DT car/NN ./.

Syntactic parser

Ex: Dan has a car.

Dan         has          a              car



NLP Pipeline - Examples
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WSD – identifies word senses in context.

Ex:
The bank#2 is open until 7pm. (1)

They pulled the canoe up on the bank#1.

How? Use WordNet.

(1) bank# 2 – financial institution

(2) bank# 1 – river bank

NER – identifies NE, classified in gazetteers: organization;

locations; persons; timex; addressees, etc.



SR identify – many challenges
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1. NL = many ambiguities

2. Open domain text processing – very difficult

3. Missing general agreement on basic issues: What is a

concept?; What is a context?; How to represent text

knowledge?, etc.

4. SR = encoded at different lexico-syntactic levels
Ex: N1N2 (ill flu); N1 prep. N2 (ill of

flu); N1’s N1 (ill's flu);

5. The compounding process (N N) is highly productive,

but not totally constrained

Ex: war man; butterfly woman, etc.

5. SR = usually implicit

Ex: purse handles (whole-part); vegetables knife (functional)



SR identify – many challenges
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6. SR = could be knowledge intensive
Ex: GM (General Motors) car

7. could be many possible relations between a given pair of

noun constituents:
Ex: firewall: wall to keep out fire; network security

software;

8. Interpretation can be highly context-dependent:
Ex: apple juice seat: seat with apple juice on the

table in front of it
……

Types of semantic relations & entities



SR  Recognition 

using NLP methods

• lexico-syntactic patterns;

• knowledge-based methods exploiting complex 

lexical resources;

• lexical resources - useful if the words they contain 

are easily accessible. 



SR  Approaches in NLP
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1. According to Theory of Linguistics

2. Rely on sets of semantic relations of various sizes and at

different abstraction levels (for EN):

a) 8 prepositions: of, for, in, at, on, from, with, about

b) Thousands of specific verbs: dissolved in, etc.

c) No general agreement

3. SOTA lists of SR: a) (Lauer, 1995); d) A 2-level taxonomy

of SR (Nastase & Szpakowicz, 2003); e) different lists of

SR (SemEval 2007 = 7; Girju, 2006 = 22; Gifu et al.,

Quo Vadis = 4 types (33 subtypes) and

Geographical manual = 4 types (… subtypes)



SR  Approaches in NLP
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d) A 2-level taxonomy of SR (Nastase & Szpakowicz, 2003)

SR Examples

Causal

Cause Flu virus

Effect Exam anxiety

Purpose Concert hall

Participant

Agent Student protest

Object Metal separator

Beneficiary Student discount

Spatial

Direction Outgoing mail

Location Home town

Location at Desert storm

Temporal

Frequency Weekly game

Time at Morning coffee

Time through 2-hour trip



SR  Approaches in NLP
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d) A 2-level taxonomy of SR (Nastase & Szpakowicz, 2003)

SR Examples

Quality

Manner stylish writing

Material brick rock

Measure heavy rock

Girju, 2006 = 22 (hypernymy – ISA; part-whole –

meronymy; cause; possesion; kinship; make/produce;

instrument; temporal; location/space; purpose;

source/from; experiencer; topic; manner; means; agent;

theme; property; beneficiary; measure, type; depiction-

depicted.



SR between entities in a novel

Every non-trivial text - a group of entities and the ways in which 

they interact or interrelate.

- two versions (En & RO) - translated by 

Remus Luca and Elena Lință, published at

Tenzi Publishing House in 1991.

Entities: persons, animals, places, 

organizations, crafts, objects, ideas, etc. as 

well as any grouping of the above.



1. Are we able to recognize semantic relations in a 

book? 

2. Are we able to interpreted semantic relations 

expressed in a book?

Motivation: constructing a 

technology able to recognise 

types of entities & semantic 

relations in literary texts 

based on gold corpus.



Purpose

Building a Gold corpus that makes explicit a strictly delimited 

set of binary relations between entities that belong to the

following types: 

persons

gods

groups of persons and gods 

parts of bodies of persons and gods



Pre-processing chain

– segmentation at sentence level (marks the sentence boundaries 

in the raw book text);

– tokenization (demarcates words or word compounds, but also 

numbers, punctuation marks, abbreviations, etc.);

– POS tagging (identifies POS categories and morpho-syntactic 

information of tokens);

– lemmatization (determines lemmas of words);

– NP-chunking (explores the previous generated data and adds 

information regarding noun phrase boundaries and their head 

words).



Organising Activity

- establish an initial set of annotation rules/ conventions;

- use an annotation tool, Palinka (could incorporate rather stable 

preferences settings and describing the XML structural 

constraints);

- to mark signalling word (<W>) and paragraph (<P>) 

boundaries;

- to think at other methods for obtaining accuracy that would 

involve only one manual annotation pass. 

PALinkA (Perspicuous and Adjustable 

LINks Annotator) - created by Constantin

Orășan.

https://dinel.org.uk/projects/palinka/

https://dinel.org.uk/projects/palinka/


The main screen of PALinkA during 

annotation of coreference 



Types of entities

anaphoric 

affective 

non-anaphoric kinship

social



Annotating Concepts

– ENTITY - delimiting REs, including the attributes: ID, TYPE 

and, optionally, HEAD.

Obs. the verb is annotated instead as an ENTITY;

– TRIGGER - marking relations’ triggers; it delimits a word 

(<W>) or an expression (sequence of <W>);

– REFERENTIAL, AFFECTIVE, KINSHIP and SOCIAL -

marking relations. 

Attributes: unique ID, sub-type of the relation, two poles and the 

direction of the relation (the attributes FROM and TO), and the 

ID of a trigger (the attribute TRIGGER).



Annotating Rules

- The notations - expressed in XML.

- Basic layers of annotation include:

1. borders of each sentence (marked as <S></S> elements,

and identified by unique IDs)

2. borders of each word (marked as <W></W>, including

unique IDs, lemma and morphosyntactic information).



Annotating SR - Example

“X loves Y” ⇒ [X] love [Y]

“X is loved by Y” ⇒ [X] loved-by [Y].

SR = love - announced by the trigger loves/loved; X 

& Y = poles (From & To)



Referential Relations - subtypes

1. Coref

(RO) - 1:[Marcus Vicicius]... 2:[el ]... 

(EN) - 1:[Marcus Vicicius]... 2:[he]... ⇒ [2] coref [1] 

2. Coref-interpret

(RO) - Nu avea nici cea mai mică îndoială că 1:[lucrătorul 

acela] e 2:[Ursus].

(EN) - He had not the least doubt that 1:[that laborer] was 

2:[Ursus]. ⇒ [2] coref-interpret [1]

Note: Referential relations – no triggers



Referential Relations - subtypes

3. member-of (a PERSON type RE is a member-of a PERSON-

GROUP entity and, similarly, a GOD is a member-of a GOD-

GROUP), a directed relation. 

1:[a woman of 2:[the high society]]) ⇒ [1] 

member-of [2]

4. has-as-member (the inverse of member-of, from a PERSON-

GROUP to a PERSON, or from a GOD-GROUP to a GOD).

1:[Petronius]... to 2:[both of them]) ⇒ [2] has-

as-member [1]

5. isa (from a PERSON type RE to its corresponding PERSON-

CLASS, or from a GOD to its corresponding GOD-CLASS).

and I wish 2:[Pomponia] to be 1:[my 

godmother] ⇒ [2] isa [1]



Referential Relations - subtypes

6. class-of (the inverse of isa, from a PERSON-CLASS to an 

instance of it of type PERSON, or from a GOD-CLASS to a 

GOD type instance).

But are 1:[thou] not 2:[a God]? ⇒ [2] class-of-

interpret [1]

7. part-of (a RE of type PERSON-PART is a part of the body of an 

entity of

type PERSON, or a GOD-PART is a part of the body of an entity of 

type GOD).

1:[2:[his] right hand] ⇒ [1] part-of [2]



Referential Relations - subtypes

8. has-as-part (the inverse of part-of: a PERSON type RE has as a 

component part a PERSON-PART entity, or a GOD type RE has 

as a component part a GOD-PART entity).

the torment, 1:[the blood] and the death 

2:[of the Saviour] ⇒ [2] has-as-part[1]

9. subgroup-of (from a subgroup, i.e. a PERSON-GROUP type 

RE, to a larger group, i.e. also a PERSON-GROUP type entity 

which includes it, and similarly for GOD-GROUP’s poles).

1:[other women of 2:[the high society]] ⇒ [1] 

subgroup-of [2]

10. name-of (inverse of has-name, linking a PERSON-NAME RE 

to a PERSON entity).

1:[the name of 2:[Aulus]] ⇒ [1] name-of [2];



Kinship Relations - subtypes

= occur between PERSON, PERSON-GROUP, GOD and GOD-

GROUP type of REs and entities. 

1. parent-of (the relation between a parent or both parents and a 

child or more children; a RE A is in a parent-of relation with B 

if A is a parent of B, i.e. mother, father, both or unspecified).

1:[2:[Viniciu's] <father>] ⇒ [1] parent-of [2]

2. child-of (inverse of parent-of; a RE A is a child-of B if the text 

presents A as a child or as children of B).

1:[My Lygia] is the <daughter> 2:[of that 

leader]. ⇒ [1] child-of [2]

1:[a dear <child>] 2:[of the famous Aulus] ⇒

[1] child-of [2]



Kindship Relations - subtypes

3. sibling-of (between brothers and sisters), symmetric:

1:[2:[Petronius's] <sister>] ⇒ [1] sibling-of [2]

4. nephew-of (A nephew-of B, if A is a nephew/niece of B).

1:[2:[his] dear <nephews>] ⇒ [1] nephew-of [2]

5. spouse-of (symmetric relation between husbands).

. . . to 1:[whom] later 2:[the half-insane 

Nero] commanded the amens to

<marry> him ⇒ [2] spouse-of [1]



Kindship Relations - subtypes

6. concubine-of (symmetric relation between concubines).

1:[2:[your] <concubine>] ⇒ [1] concubine-of [2]

7. unknown (a kinship relation of an unspecified type).

1:[a <relative> of 2:[Petronius]] ⇒ [1] 

unknown [2]



Affective Relations - subtypes

= non-anaphoric relations that occur between REs and entities of 

type PERSON, PERSON-GROUP, GOD and GOD-GROUP. 

1. friend-of (A is a friend-of B, if the text expresses that A and B 

are friends), symmetric

1:[2:[his] <comrades>] ⇒ [1] friend-of [2]

2. fear-of (A is in a relation fear-of with B if the text expresses that 

A feels fear of B), directional.

1:[people] <fear> 2:[Vesta] more) ⇒ [1] fear-of [2]



Affective Relations - subtypes

3. fear-to (inverse of fear-of: A is in a relation fear-to B is the 

text expresses that the RE A inspires fear to the entity B), 

directional:

1:[Nero] did <roused attention>, even in 

2:[those nearest] ⇒ [1] fear-to [2]

4. love (A is in a relation love to B, if A loves B), directional:

1:[She] felt less alone. That measureless

<yearning> for 2:[Pomponia] ⇒ [1] love [2]



Affective Relations - subtypes

5. loved-by (inverse of love: A loved-by B, if A is loved by B):

<dear> 1:[Lygia] was to 2:[Plautius] ⇒ [1] 

loved-by [2]

6. rec-love (A rec-love B if the text mentions a mutual love 

between A and B), symmetric:

in <love> with 1:[each] 2:[other] ⇒ [1] rec-

love[2]



Affective Relations - subtypes

7. hate (A hate B, if the text mentions that A hates B), directional:

1:[Vinicius] was carried away by sudden 

<anger> at 2:[Cesar] and at 3:[Acte]. ⇒ [1] 

hate [2], [1] hate [3]

8. hated-by (A hated-by B, if A is hated by B), directional:

<hatred toward>1:[him] of 2:[the all-powerful 

pretorian prefect] ⇒ [1] hated-by [2]

9. upset-on (A upset-on B, if the text tells that A feels upset, 

disgust, anger,

discontent, etc. on B), directional:

1:[He] had a two-fold <contempt for> 2:[the 

multitude] ⇒ [1] upset-on[2]



Affective Relations - subtypes

10. worship (A worship B, if the text mentions that A worships B), 

directional:

1:[those people] not merely <honored> 

2:[their God] ⇒ [1] worship [2]

11. worshiped-by (A worshiped-by B if the text mentioned that A is 

worshiped by B), directional:

1:[a very weak god], since he has had only 

2:[two <adherents>] ⇒ [1] worshiped-by [2]



Social Relations - subtypes

= are nonanaphoric relations occurring only between PERSON or 

PERSON-GROUP REs and entities.

1. superior-of (A superior-of B, if A is hierarchically above B), 

directional:

1:[Nero] demanded 2:[my] <surrender> ⇒ [1] 

superior-of [2]

2. inferior-of (inverse of superior-of, A inferior-of B if A is 

hierarchically

subordinated to B), directional:

1:[a man of <consular> dignity from the time 

2:[of Tiberius]) ⇒ [1] inferior-of [2]



Social Relations - subtypes

3. colleague-of (A colleague-of B if the text explicitly places A 

on the same hierarchical level with B), symmetrical:

1:[2:[his] <companions>] ⇒ [1] colleague-of [2]

4. opposite-to (A opposite-to B, if A is presented in a position 

that makes her/him opposing to B), directional:

1:[Pomponia and Lygia] poison wells, 

<murder> 2:[children] ⇒ [1] opposite-to [2]



Social Relations - subtypes

5. in-cooperation-with (A is in-cooperation-with B if the text 

present A as performing something together with B), 

directional:

1:[Vannius] summoned to his T1:<aid> 2:[the 

Yazygi]… ⇒ [1] in-cooperation-with [2]

6. in-competition-with (A is in-competition-with B, if A is 

presented as being in a sort of competition with B), 

directional:

1:[Petronius] <surpassed> 2:[him] innately 

in polish, intellect, wit ⇒ [1] in-competition-

with [2]



Creating a Training Corpus

- To fine-grained interpretation of the text;

- To verify the triggers - the danger of non-homogeneity - due to 

idiosyncrasies of views;

- To correlate the activity that would nivelate divergent views is 

compulsory;

- To certify that the result of the annotation process contains the 

least errors possible, and that the conventions are coherently 

applied over the whole document.



Layers of annotation

Pre-processing chain:

– segmentation at sentence level (marks the sentence boundaries

in the raw book text);

– tokenization (demarcates words or word compounds, but also

numbers, punctuation marks, abbreviations, etc.);

– part-of-speech tagging (identifies POS categories and morpho-

syntactic information of tokens);

– lemmatization (determines lemmas of words);

– noun phrase chunking (explores the previous generated data and

adds information regarding noun phrase boundaries and their

head words).



Acquiring completeness (Ac) and correctness (C)

Ac - to leave behind as few as possible unmarked entities or 

relations

C - to clean the corpus of possible errors

in order to distribute the text to different annotators, we splitted the 

text of the novel into chunks of relatively equal size (phase 1, in 

Figure 1).

- a number of 58 chunks, each including on average approximately 

123 sentences. 

To estimate the density of annotations (D) to each chunk:

D = (E + 2 × R + 5 × (A + K + S))/N

where: E = number of marked entities; R = number of marked 

REFERENTIAL relations; A, K, S = number of marked AFFECT, 

KINSHIP and SOCIAL relations, N = number of sentences.



Acquiring completeness (Ac) and correctness (C)



Error correcting filters

- call a coreference chain (CC) a list of REs whose occurrences 

are sequentially ordered in the text and which all represent the 

same PERSON/GOD entity or the same PERSON-

GROUP/GOD-GROUP entity ⇒ any proper noun that appears

in a CC should be a variation of the name of that entity. 

Ex. Marcus, Vinicius and Marcus Vinicius 

for the character [Vinicius]

- all common nouns and pronouns in a CC generally have the 

same number+gender values ⇒For each W having the category 

common noun or pronoun in a CC have been extracted the 

pairs number+gender values and reported if they are not 

identical;



Error correcting filters

- In most of the cases, gods are referred to by names in capital 

letters ⇒ The exceptions were reported;

- There should be a one-to-one mapping between triggers and 

relations ⇒ Report if a trigger is not referred in any relation or if 

more relations use the same trigger;

- Triggers could not appear as values of FROM and TO attributes 

and no element type other than TRIGGER could to a value of a 

TRIGGER argument of a relation ⇒ Performed an argument type 

checking

for “matching the entity type of a relation’s argument with the 

expected type in order to filter erroneous candidates”;

- The two poles and the trigger belong to the same sentence. 
Ex: 1:[he] is 2:[a patrician], 3:[a friend 

4:[of Caesar]], the correct annotation is as follows: [2] class-

of [1]; [3] class-of [1]; [3] friend-of [4].



Statistics over the Corpus



Statistics over the Corpus



Statistics over the Corpus



Statistics over the Corpus



Statistics over the Corpus



Statistics over the Corpus



Statistics over the Corpus



Statistics over the Corpus



Statistics over the Corpus



Statistics over the Corpus



How often appear in the corpus 

long spans?
Ex: The longest relation covers 154 words (but there is only one 

of this length). 

Supposing we would mark with f(x) the function in Figure 10, the 

total number of words in the spans of the relations would be:

It corresponds with the total count of XML <W>...</W> markings 

under

some relation span different than REFERENTIAL: coref and 

REFERENTIAL: coref-interpret. 

This means approximately 6.66% of the total area of the book,

including punctuation (144,068 tokens).



Statistics over the Corpus



Statistics over the Corpus



Statistics over the Corpus



Statistics over the Corpus



Statistics over the Corpus



Discussions
= the representations of entities and their links made explicit in 

the annotation constitute pieces of knowledge that can be 

extended to other universes or world structures with minimum 

adaptations;

= this process could be considered as a model to apply in 

building other corpora;

➢ For sophisticating the features in the process of training 

statistical relation recognition programs:

other layers of annotation (the most evident one being the 

syntactic layer).

Ex: dependency links

other types of entities and relations

Ex: notation of places and relations between people and places, 

or between places and places. 



➢ exporting annotations between parallel texts.

Ex: from the Romanian version of “Quo Vadis” to its English or

Polish version.

➢ In the process of deep understanding of texts could be placed

superior levels of interpretation.

Ex: deciphering groups manifesting a distinctive, stable and

cohesive social behavior (as is, in the novel, the group of Romans

and that of Christians).

➢ Moreover, some relations explicitly stated are false, insincere.

Ex: the declared love or worship sentiments of some underdogs

with respect to the emperor.

Discussions_1



Ex: to recognize relations of an opposite type, stated

in different contexts and towards different listeners

by the same characters.

Discussions_2

How to deduce the falsity of relations?

Homework: 1 concrete scenario will be 

discussed at the next class



Architecture of SR
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➢ Paraphrasing / similarity-based systems

➢ Conceptual-based systems

➢ Context-based/hybrid systems (see SemEval 2007, Task

4)

https://aclanthology.org/S07-1003/
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SR discovery 

No approaches is perfect

Hot topic in NLP

a challenging task

Discussions
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SR Future

SR discovery 

Other issues

a better 

understanding of 

the core of a 

semantic parser

A tendency towards 

context/hybrid approaches

Advance the semantics-

pragmatics interface

https://kinsta.com/blog/alternative-search-engines/
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Other Search Engines

Ask – https://uk.ask.com/?o=0&l=dir&ad=dirN

Baidu - https://www.baidu.com/

WolframAlph - https://www.wolframalpha.com/

Boardreader - https://boardreader.com/

StartPage - https://www.startpage.com/

Ecosia - https://www.ecosia.org/

Qwant - https://www.qwant.com/

Search Encrypt - https://www.searchencrypt.com/home

SearX - https://searx.me/

Yandex - https://yandex.com/

Disconnect Search - https://search.disconnect.me/

Yippy - https://www.yippy.com/

Infinity Search - https://infinitysearch.co/

Oscobo - https://www.oscobo.com/

Gigablast - http://www.gigablast.com/

MetaGer - https://metager.org/

Lukol - https://www.lukol.com/

Swisscows - https://swisscows.com/

https://uk.ask.com/?o=0&l=dir&ad=dirN
https://www.baidu.com/
https://www.wolframalpha.com/
https://boardreader.com/
https://www.startpage.com/
https://www.ecosia.org/
https://www.qwant.com/
https://www.searchencrypt.com/home
https://searx.me/
https://yandex.com/
https://search.disconnect.me/
https://www.yippy.com/
https://infinitysearch.co/
https://www.oscobo.com/
http://www.gigablast.com/
https://metager.org/
https://www.lukol.com/
https://swisscows.com/


Thank you!
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